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We will be bundling up for Boston in just a few weeks!   
The complete Midwinter schedule is posted on the Web 
page and wiki.  We start the conference with a tour of 
The Boston Athenaeum on Friday, Jan. 15, from 3:30-
5:30 p.m.  It is located at 10 ½ Boylston, which is near 
the State House off Boston Common.   Afterwards 
we will gather for dinner nearby—dutch treat.  If 
planning to attend the tour or dinner, please contact our 
Membership Chair, Roger Knouff, at roger.knouff@asu.
edu so that we will have a correct head count.

One change in our regular meeting schedule regards the Cataloging Discussion 
Group and CCC.  Our Cataloging Committee is shifting to 8 a.m. Sunday.  We are 
cancelling the discussion group (for this conference only) so that members may 
attend a special SACO meeting regarding cataloging of cartographic materials.  
Please see the complete schedule for details!

There is an update on our Secretary position.  Unfortunately, Jill Uhrovic will not 
be able to fulfill the interim role in the coming year.  We should all welcome and 
thank Edith Scarletto who is willing to step in.

Our proposal for an Emerging Leaders project to develop a marketing plan has 
been selected.  This is very good news for the long term planning of MAGERT!  
A group of four Emerging Leaders will have its initial meeting in January at 
Midwinter and will work throughout the spring to develop a marketing plan for 
(and with) us.  If you would like to participate in this effort, please let me know.    
I hope that everyone has a very happy holiday season!

Kathy

FROM THE CHAIR
Kathy Weimer, Texas A&M University

mailto:roger.knouff@asu.edu
mailto:roger.knouff@asu.edu
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In Memoriam:
Jan Dixon  (1952 - 2009)

Janet Bergquist Dixon, passed away on October 21, 2009 after losing her battle 
with leukemia. She was born July 22, 1952 in Pasadena, California to Barbara and 
Lyle Bergquist. She earned a bachelor’s degree in environmental science from 
Prescott College in Arizona, Masters degrees in Geography from the University of 
Colorado, Boulder, and Library and Information Science from the University of 
Texas, Austin. Before moving to Fayetteville and the University of Arkansas, she 
worked as an Environmental Specialist/Park Planner for the U.S. National Park 
Service at their Denver Service Center principally on National Seashores.

She loved the out of doors, especially hiking and camping with her family and 
friends in the beauty of America’s public lands. The role she played in conserva-
tion in several of the Nation’s National Parks was especially satisfying to her. Jan 
especially enjoyed the opportunities for travel with her family that her children’s 
international adventures provided while exchange students in Europe. Visits and 
travel with her extended family and friends in Australia was a significantly enrich-
ing part of her life. In recent years she derived great pleasure from singing in the 
choir at First United Presbyterian Church.

Jan was a librarian at the University of Arkansas libraries where she has worked 
for over 25 years. She served as the Map Librarian and subject reference librar-
ian for the Departments of Geoscience and Anthropology as well as for the En-
vironmental Dynamics doctoral program. Jan was a highly respected map librar-
ian in the library community where she participated actively in leadership roles 
at state, regional,  national and international levels. On the U of A campus she 
was admired and respected by all of the students and faculty she served and by 
her colleagues. She will always be remembered for her energetic dedication to 
her work as well as for her constantly cheerful nature, her infectious smile and 
characteristic  laugh. Jan is survived by her husband of 30 years John, her son Co-
lin of Sydney, Australia, her daughter, Bronwyn, her brother Daryl Bergquist and 
sister-in-law Sara Rose of Blountsville, Alabama, and her father Lyle Bergquist of 
Fayetteville. A memorial service will be held in Jan’s honor on Tuesday Novem-
ber 17th, 2009 at First United Presbyterian Church, Fayetteville at 2pm. Memori-
als can be made to First United Presbyterian Church 695 Calvin Street, Fayette-
ville, AR, 72703.
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ON THE CATALOGING/CATALOGUING FRONT
Tammy Wong, Library of Congress

Cartographic Resources Cataloging Interest Group

Chicago, July 12, 2009

Fine tuning Cataloger’s Desktop: tips for making these tools your own!

Colleen Cahill, Library of Congress, delivered a training session on Cataloger’s 
Desktop titled “Fine tuning Cataloger’s Desktop: tips for making these tools your 
own!”   She provided practical tips and tricks to use Cataloger’s Desktop more 
effectively.  

Cataloger’s Desktop provides catalogers access to more than 280 electronic 
manuals, cataloging and classification standards, procedures and resources. 
The new 3.0 version (CD3) has an enhanced search interface for information 
discovery.  The interface is customizable to the needs of users, making it possible 
to select a set of resources to be searched routinely.  

A variety of training materials such as webinars, PowerPoint presentations, online 
tutorials, frequently asked questions, “At-a-glance” handouts are accessible online 
at:
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/web-faqs.html

Setting up your preferences
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/training/3-Preferences.pdf

Getting the most out of search
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/training/4-Search.pdf

There is a new arrangement of how the 280 cataloging documentation resources 
are listed in the Table of Contents (TOC) pane.  CD3 uses acronyms (e.g., AACR2 
and MARC) to alphabetize the resources.  By listing resources alphabetically us-
ing acronyms, similar items are grouped for easy retrieval.  
	

http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/web-faqs.html
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/training/3-Preferences.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/training/4-Search.pdf
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Users can adjust the width of the TOC pane by left clicking on the mouse and 
dragging over the median, since some titles are so long that the distinguishing 
elements of the title are hidden.  By incorporating acronyms in the titles, the 
distinguishing element is more visible in the new version. 

There are four ways to narrow searches to specific content in CD3.  Always 
enter search terms at the top of the TOC pane.  The default search will search 
the resources you specified in your preference.  The selected resources will be 
the subset of resources routinely seen in the TOC.  Another option is to choose 
resources to search in by selecting checkboxes in the TOC.  User also can search 
specific section from within the resource.    

The vertical navigational bar that runs down the left side of the screen is called a 
rail.  

The Lightening Bolt icon opens a fly-out menu of Quick tasks that support your 
cataloging needs.  Click on any tasks and resources appropriate for your tasks will 
be selected for you in the TOC.    

The Funnel icon opens a Quick filters fly-out menu to toggle between different 
sets of resources: your resources, all resources, or just LC resources, or to search 
specific to various formats such as cartographic materials. 

The use of the Lightening Bolt and Funnel icons to select a subset of resources 
remain only temporarily effective for the rest of the current Cataloger’s Desktop 
session.   
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Once a user chooses a specific task in the Quick tasks and Quick filters fly-outs, 
the display of resources in the TOC will be narrowed based on user’s specific 
needs.  

The left pane becomes the search result display.  Roll your mouse over the result 
list item to reveal a short summary and a display of words around each hit.  When 
you click on the hit, the full document will display in the right pane.  

User move to and from specific hits by clicking on Previous result icon and Next 
result icon on the grey bar on the top of the right pane.      

The Folder icon labeled “Collapse table of contents” is used to collapse the TOC 
for readability.  Users always drill down to expand a resource to view a particu-
lar item.  You may collapse the open folders using the Folder icon.  On the other 
hand, click on plus sign (+) to expand or open the folders until you locate the right 
item.  

The Paper icon labeled “Acronyms” lists all acronyms used in Cataloger’s Desk-
top.  

There is a “Start Over” button located at the top of the rail.  The button clears an 
active search and its results.  

The Star icon labeled “Bookmarks & saved searches” in the rail enables users to 
display their bookmarks and saved searches.  Documentation on how to set book-
marks is available at: http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/training/5-Bookmarks.pdf

There are a couple of new features in CD3.  When the user clicks on a document, 
the document will display in the right pane.  The action no longer causes an 
additional window to “pop up.”    

Pointers to relevant rules in Cartographic Materials are now added in AACR2.  
Users may click on the grey button labeled “CM” to jump to Cartographic Mate-
rials to see a relevant discussion.

CD3 now offers French, German, Portuguese, and Spanish interface languages.   

http://www.loc.gov/cds/desktop/training/5-Bookmarks.pdf
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Highlights of hits in a document are now in yellow, which print out better than the 
blue text used in the earlier version.  

A user can email a section of a document plus what the user annotated in book-
marks to a colleague, but the colleague will need to log into CD3 to view them.   

Bookmarks and preferences cannot be imported from CD2 to CD3.  They will 
need to be recreated in CD3.

ELECTRONIC MAPPING
C.C. Miller, Purdue University

Geocommunication Literacy:
More than a Toilet-Finder iPhone App

One consequential product of the increasingly read/write Web is the read/write 
map. The ability to produce and publish simple or even moderately complex 
map applications online has never before been so accessible, never before been 
so mainstream. Lightweight online map-making software -- some services of 
commercial giants and others open, public collaborations -- have afforded non-
cartographers, non-GIScientists, even the generally non-technical—but wired—
citizen a power that was once reserved for the infrastructurally well-endowed: 
the ability to communicate with, even upon, geospatial platforms.* The result 
is a proliferation of the modern map mashup, a term and phenomenon that feels 
comfortable and familiar—if not tired by now—but represented a near-revolution 
around 2004-2005 when it jolted the mainstream Web into suddenly thinking 
about information more spatially and fluidly. 

If online mapping could be considered a minor revolution in 2005, the ultimate 
result, blooming now in 2008-10, suggests its impact has only begun to seep into 
unforeseen areas of wired communication, and that the rapid mainstreaming of 
geospatial information and technologies witnessed in the last decade alone has 
yet to produce its most influential application. Happening already is a very rapid 
proliferation of location-awareness. It’s in our cars, phones, and homes, on our 
buses, in our Tweets, and in our kids’ shoes. Mobile and Internet technologies are 
just now beginning to take full advantage of each other’s ability to position the 
user somewhere on the globe and either transmit information from that location 
or, more interestingly, deliver information informed by that position.

This boom promises more than just iPhone apps that deliver their users from 
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wherever they are to the nearest public toilet. There appears to be, in fact, a 
new kind of conversation developing where place is, in a way, the medium; 
where friends or strangers or cohorts or scientists or artists find one another 
or engage one another or the world around them based solely on their relative 
closeness or distance (to each other or some...topic). There is a modality here 
in the inspiring little collaboration between servers serving Web 2.0 apps, our 
gadgets, and our own collective creativity that should make those of us interested 
in how information gets to students (i.e., how libraries participate in education) 
take note. When you combine our increasingly constant location awareness 
with A) the fluidity of online information, and B) the sonic boom from social 
networking, the mixture is incendiary. Suddenly we don’t just deliver a map with 
geocoded addresses of our favorite retailers or directions to our dinner parties; 
we have begun to assume spatiality and to engage the Web as such, by using and 
developing applications and partaking of services that leverage the chemistry 
between our place on the earth and information that is, and therefore can be 
delivered, relative to it. In fact, the ability and willingness to share our location 
with each other (and of course the ability to therefore do something with it) has 
flopped the map mashup model onto its back, so to speak, and allowed us to 
do something quite unsuspected and fantastic: we’ve mashed ourselves, placed 
ourselves as markers on a 1:1 scale map of our environment where we now 
patiently wait for location- and context-sensitive information to come to us.

Much of the time it truly is this passive and this innocuous. Our phones give us 
lists of nearby restaurants or wiki articles or our social network service suggests 
friends or groups with which we share a geography at some scale. The messaging 
service Twitter is an exemplar in this area. Twitter is an account-based service 
that allows users to post 140-character messages of any kind. Thus is Twitter, 
capital ‘T’, fully described. Obviously the ability to transmit short messages 
online is not noteworthy. But several factors converge at Twitter that make it 
a very good proxy for the trend toward making serious use of our emerging 
geospatial conversation. The first is that ubiquitous communication has been made 
a near-reality (at least in wired, quasi-urban, developed areas) by Web-capable 
phones and other mobile computers. So we don’t just transmit 140 character 
messages, we do so instantly, from and about wherever we happen to be. Add 
to this the ability for these messages to be geotagged—either manually by our 
typing thumbs or automatically by our device’s self-location mechanism—and 
you have something quite rare: a free, distributed sensor network whose data can 
be clustered geographically in near real-time. So where billions of dollars have 
created complex networks of scientific instrumentation that power USGS, EPA, 
and countless other government and research programs, Twitter is the looser, free-
wheeling cousin, a cultural and civic sensor network that logs information about 
modern life into an open, public database.

The ability to pull data out of this sensor cloud and convert them into information 
is just now being explored. As usual, more trivial applications are easier to grasp. 
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Band X can monitor the cloud for where their new album is being Tweeted and 
can quickly schedule gigs in that area. Food cart vendors can listen to chatter 
for their city and identify where conferences or other events are taking place. 
Etcetera. But there are emerging versions of these interactions that hint at 
more powerful conversations to come. SickCity.org, a derivation of the effort 
congealing around DIYCity.org, monitors the public Twitter timeline for swells 
in the occurrence of terms and phrases that signify sickness or disease, suggesting 
trending issues in public health. Emergency management agencies have garnered 
particular attention for making more serious use of services like Twitter, 
Facebook, and other syndicatable, streamable content. The Los Angeles Fire 
Department maintains a finger on the pulse of the city (and, in fact, the country) 
by monitoring the public feed for alarm words such as “fire,” “evacuation,” or 
“explosion.”** While this inevitably exposes them to countless false positives and 
other inanities, in an interview on National Public Radio’s “Day to Day,” LAFD 
spokesman Brian Humphrey reveals that it can also be invaluable advance (or 
concurrent) warning of issues that are of interest. LAFD’s dispatch and command 
center, for example, were made aware of the 2007 Minneapolis bridge collapse 
well before official responding or reporting agencies were able to transmit. How? 
By monitoring Twitter for a significant intensifying of the phrase “omg.” “If 
I see twenty or fifty or a hundred people from a specific locality saying that,” 
Humphrey says, “that raises my attention.” In a separate instance, Humphrey 
says he was able to hear and then respond to chatter about unprotected structures 
during a large fire in Griffith Park -- from Tweeps (Twitter people, loosely) who 
were on the other side of the fire, removed from fire personnel.

Note the two-way nature of LAFD’s use of location and the Web. In addition 
to monitoring for geographically-clustering alarm words, agencies are allowing 
followers to be alerted about issues of concern, including suspects at large, gas 
leaks, road closures, and Amber Alerts. What’s new about this? The messages 
go out instantly and are consumed (and re-Tweeted) by citizen/sensors in the 
area to which they are relevant. Here is the departure from most topic-clustering 
technologies such as wikis and content-subscription models such as blogs. One 
can subscribe to location only, in this model, and the conversation happens by 
virtue of that shared geospace. This sensor network is not instrumented science, 
recall, but offers a different kind of richness (that is, diverse and variable) in a 
stream of data subject to and of course made useful by the wandering interest of 
populations. It’s an ant farm of constant self-reporting that is only as good as our 
ability to report enough in order to hear focused statements amidst the din.

But in all likelihood, the real story here isn’t just Twitter or our ability to 
build cool, utilitarian apps with real-time (but asynchronous), location-aware 
messaging. More interesting scholastically, pedagogically, is the effect of all of 
this on our constantly self-adjusting expectations of all communication. Already 
the ability to convey and consume geotagged information has led to an increase 
in the volume of such data produced by us. Very rudimentary supply-side theories 
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can explain this well enough, perhaps: the more we witness or benefit from the 
usefulness of location-sensitive information, the more we’ll produce (or more 
specifically, perhaps, the more receptive and understanding we’ll be to the 
technologies that help us to do so). 

More serious and utilitarian uses, naturally, require more proactivity, but are 
almost infinitely more compelling and most definitely relevant to libraries. Our 
increasing comfort and experience with these new kinds of conversation will no 
doubt lead to a more muscular understanding of the importance in life, commerce, 
and scholarship of our place and space and our movement relative to information. 
And this forces me to try to coin a new term to describe the kind of  literacy this 
requires. To be literate with these technologies and their application is not just 
to vacantly agree to allow iPhone apps to provide services against the phone’s 
location, but to understand what releasing our location means; what it allows us to 
do (enables sensor/citizens, amplifies [or does something to, at least] our senses 
of place), how it happens (the heavy technologies and limitations of GPS, among 
others), and the risks of allowing it to happen. This isn’t geographic literacy per 
se. It seems a fairly distant cousin to ‘geographic literacy’ of the kind National 
Geographic & Roper have been measuring (and about which there is a decent 
flow of scholarship dating at least back to the mid/late 1980s). Arguably it is 
more important still. It is geocommunication literacy, let’s say, and it will almost 
certainly become a core skill for those in the wired world who engage the Web via 
some spatially-aware utility. It is therefore something that ought to make its way 
into appropriate curricula on campus if it’s not there already.

* To old timers like me [I’m 34], the analog to this term is “map.”
** http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=98591960

Rare, Antiquarian, or Just Plain Old:
Cataloging Pre-Twentieth Century Cartographic Resources

The Workbook used and issued to participants during the June 2007 ALA 
preconference on cataloging early maps and atlases is now available to purchase 
for $40.  The Workbook includes illustrations and cataloging examples taken 
from sheet maps, atlas plates and atlases, focusing on early and pre-twentieth 
century cartographic materials.  Elements of description, transcription, 
mathematical data and supportive research are some of the areas covered by the 
Workbook.  The price includes shipping and handling.

Orders should be sent to Jim Coombs, MAGERT Publications Distribution 
Manager, Maps Library, Missouri State University, 901 S. National, #175, 
Springfield, MO 65897  E-mail: JimCoombs@missouristate.edu

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=98591960
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Executive Board I Minutes
ALA Annual 2009

Chicago, IL • July 11, 2009

Present: Matthew Parsons, Marcy Bidney, Tracey Hughes, Jill Uhrovic, Kathy 
Weimer, Carolyn Kadri, Colleen Cahill, Kristi Jensen, Hallie Pritchett, Michael 
Smith, Nancy Kandoian, Carol McAuliffe, Barbara Rapoport, John Abresch

I. Welcome/Introductions/Announcements:

The meeting began at 8:15 a.m.  MAGERT Chair Carolyn Kadri began the meet-
ing with a welcome, introductions and announcements related to the conference.  

II. Approval of Denver Midwinter 2009 minutes:

Motion made, seconded, and approved.

III. Officers’ Reports:

A. Chair’s Report: Carolyn Kadri

Carolyn gave a “State of MAGERT in 2009” report.  Highlights of the report 
included: 

•	 The Executive Board’s decision to reign in MAGERT’s financial situation 
by transitioning base line from a print to online publication, resulting in a 
savings of several thousands of dollars per year

•	 The need for MAGERT to exercise diligence in regard to increasing con-
ference costs 

•	 Announcement of directive to authorize two new officer positions: one in 
charge of sponsorships and donations, the other in charge of marketing for 
MAGERT

•	 The decision to offer one program instead of two at ALA Annual in Wash-
ington, D.C.

•	 The necessity to convene a new task force for the review and revision of 
our constitution, bylaws and organizational manual
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•	 The necessity of MAGERT meetings to operate under the standard rules 
and procedures used by the majority of ALA divisions, round tables, etc., 
which is Sturgis’ Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure, 4th Ed. (cop-
ies of the manual were distributed to committee chairs, discussion group 
leaders and board officers).  

B. Vice-Chair’s Report: Kathy Weimer

Kathy and Marcy attended Round Table Coordinating Assembly on Friday.  Nu-
merous reports from ALA headquarters were given.  John Chrastka from Mem-
bership stated that membership across ALA is generally down and he offered his 
services for those interested in marketing, logos and direct mail.  His office has 
funds for those services.  We will approach him for support with our anniversary 
promotional items.  Jenny Levin presented information about ALA Connect, 
a new collaborative workspace.  ALA Connect includes pre-populated groups 
(committee members) and new groups can be created.  It also includes blog, chat, 
online documents and calendar functions.  Kim Olsen-Clark shared two handouts 
that outline her office’s support for development and fundraising.  Robin Kear 
gave an update on the ALA Web site.  In the fall, the Web site will implement a 
new search engine and a new event planner will be ready for Midwinter.   She 
encouraged everyone to explore ALA Connect for their committee work.    Mary 
Ghikas briefed the group on the upcoming planning retreat.  Two individuals will 
be included to represent all the round tables.   Some discussion ensued regarding 
the composition and timing of future RTCA meetings.   Lastly, our councilor for 
smaller round tables, Mary McInroy, presented a memo outlining numerous areas 
of common complaint among the small round tables.   Issues discussed related to 
timeliness and level of detail of financial reports, visibility and levels of participa-
tion of round tables among the association planning events, and general communi-
cation, training and support for round table leaders.    

C. Past-Chair’s Report: Pete Reehling [submitted via email]

Round Table Coordinating Assembly (RTCA) met on Friday, July 10, 2009.  The 
predominant issues discussed included the reduction of available meeting time 
slots associated with the 2010 conferences. MAGERT will be reducing from 11 
slots to 9, thus the conference schedule composed of MAGERT committee meet-
ings, discussion groups, and programs will conclude one day earlier starting in 
2010.  The RTCA is also taking a proactive role in better communication between 
the round tables and ALA liaisons.  The RCTA attendees will be expanding to in-
clude chairs (residing, elect, and past) and treasurers to better address budget and 
finance concerns that many round tables are addressing.  The RTCA is an open 
meeting that takes place on the Friday of every conference and I encourage any 
MAGERT member that is interested in round table issues within the association to 
attend.
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This report also concludes my duties as MAGERT Past Chair.  I would like to 
thank my predecessor Scott McEathron, my successor Carolyn Kadri, and the 
MAGERT Executive Board members that I served with during my chair rotation 
tenure.

D. Treasurers Report:  Mike Smith

MAGERT’s fiscal standing continues to improve in 2008-09.  Revenues remain 
steady and expenses are low.

At the end of the May 2009, MAGERT’s total revenues for the 2008-09 fiscal year 
were $7,607 and total expenses were $1,798, for a net gain of $5,809.
		
The carryover balance from fiscal year 2008 (end of August) was $11,963, leaving 
an ending balance of $17,772. 

MAGERT’s fiscal health should remain strong for the foreseeable future.

E. Secretary’s Report: Matthew Parsons

The 2009 Midwinter minutes were published in the June 2009 base line.  Jill 
Uhrovic will serve as interim secretary until the next election.

IV. New Business / Appended Discussion Items:

A. Proposal to create new officer position: Fund Raising Chair

Kristi Jensen worked this past year in this role and provided a draft position 
description expressing the need for someone to focus on sponsorships, the time 
commitment involved (phone calling, etc.), and the benefit of a documentation 
process (spreadsheets, contacts, protocols).  

Discussion included:  
•	 Title of position
•	 Would fund raising chair be tied into ALA publications?
•	 Coordination between publications office and fund raising chair (especial-

ly if sponsorship of a publication)
•	 Explicit directive of communicating/coordinating with chairs/discussion 

group leaders regarding funding/fundraising needs within MAGERT
•	 Can positions be interim/informal while being finalized/approved?
•	 Be aware of MAGERT size and the vacuum these positions create.  Pos-

sibly consolidate some discussion groups (geotech and GIS, etc.).  Move 
discussion groups to ALA Connect to create a larger audience and increase 
participation
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This position needs to be proactive in seeking guidance from exec/committee 
chairs to identify vendor and sponsor leads.

There are no extra costs other than work/constitution revision to create this posi-
tion.

Motion to proceed was requested, seconded and approved.

B. Proposal to create new officer position: Marketing Chair

Hallie Pritchett gave the following background information: initially part of 
MAGERT Publications Committee, but grew to represent all of MAGERT.  Re-
sponsibilities include: publications, programs, press releases, etc.  Therefore, it 
is proposed that a central single person be tasked to do this.  Additional benefits 
include: providing uniform branding and conformity.

Proposed as a 3-year, renewable term (requires approval from ALA headquarters).

Motion to proceed was requested, seconded and approved.

C. Proposal to create a task force for the revision/amendments to 
MAGERT’s Constitution, Bylaws, and Organizational Manual

Discussion included: 
•	 Will this include Marcy’s proposal to consolidate discussion groups?
•	 Organizational Manual: we can make any changes necessary at anytime  
•	 Discussion groups/committee chairs should ask for feedback from partici-

pants at this meeting
•	  Discussion groups may need to have meeting at Annual for them to “ex-

ist” within ALA structure
•	 Don’t assume the obvious will fly with ALA.  We need to proceed cau-

tiously, but explore workarounds and be creative and/or flexible
•	 Is this move a visioning process that needs wider discussion?  Communi-

cation with entire board recommended for this process
•	 Look at attendance at past meetings. (i.e., cataloging is well attended, but 

co-sponsored w/ALCTS)
•	 Task Force should come up with primary goals first and then do the read 

through edit of documentation
•	 Investigation of new committees/groups that could exist online only.  Ad 

hoc can be done completely within MAGERT.  Only bylaws/constitution 
require headquarters involvement

Kathy would like a short brainstorming meeting after Exec. Board II to kick-start 
the discussion and identify the goals and vision of MAGERT.
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Motion to proceed was requested, seconded and approved.

D. Proposal to hold one program at Annual rather than two

Kathy Weimer provided a rationale for one program at Annual for 2010 and future 
conferences.

Discussion included: 
•	 ALCTS has formal program planning processes 
•	 Past MAGERT experience shows that program planning is complex
•	 ALA wants people to attend programs etc. in shorter time frame 
•	 We can focus on one program and make it fabulous
•	 Financial reasons ($600 for internet connections, etc.)
•	 Regular rotation of 2-3 topics (cataloging/GIS/traditional maps)
•	 Committees would know when their year was and be able to prepare the 

program
•	 Timing from ALA requires proposals within 2 weeks of current conference 

for 2010 program
•	 Bylaws: “usually provided 2 programs…” leaves it open to do just one
•	 It would shorten MAGERT schedule by one day
•	 Desire for flexibility that would allow more than one program

General consensus was in favor of one program for ALA Annual in Washington, 
D.C.  

E. Other

No other business was discussed.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:00 a.m.
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Executive Board II / General Membership 
Meeting Minutes

ALA Annual • Chicago, IL • July 14, 2009

Present: Matthew Parsons, Colleen Cahill, Jill Uhrovic, John Olson, Tracey 
Hughes, Kristi Jensen, Marcy Bidney, Carol McAuliffe, Pete Reehling, Carolyn 
Kadri, Hallie Pritchett, Kathy Weimer, Susan Moore

The meeting began at 8:14 a.m.

I. Officer Reports

A. Chair: Carolyn Kadri
Carolyn expressed her thanks for the opportunity to serve and re-
ported that things appear to be running smoothly regarding MAG-
ERT projects and goals for future.

B. Vice Chair: Kathy Weimer
Kathy reported that the program for the 2010 conference is under-
way.  Kathy expressed a desire for an anniversary event and called 
for a local arrangements planning group as well as an anniversary 
planning group that would arrange for marketing items, a history 
of MAGERT document, and reception.  Kathy has already talked 
to Jenny Marie Johnson at the Univ. of Illinois for assistance with 
archival MAGERT material.  Kathy also reminded those present 
that after this meeting there will be a short brainstorming session 
regarding the project to update MAGERT’s organizational manual.  

 C Past Chair: Pete Reehling
Pete thanked Carolyn Kadri and the other MAGERT members 
responsible for this year’s successful conference.  Pete reported on 
the issue of timely communication from the Round Table Coordi-
nating Assembly and that there’s a more concerted effort to im-
prove communication by expanding the Assembly to allow chairs, 
chair-elects, past chairs and treasurers as well as other executive 
board members to attend.  The MAGERT booth at the Membership 
Pavilion was a day late.  Pete will be serving on the ALA Council 
for the next 2 years.

D. Treasurer: Mike Smith
Not Present.  Refer to Executive Board I minutes.
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E. Secretary’s report
Minutes from the past Midwinter meetings were approved at 
Executive Board I meeting.  Jill Uhrovic will take over as interim 
Secretary at the 2010 ALA Midwinter meeting in Boston.

II. Committee/Discussion Group Reports

A. Cataloging and Classification Committee

No Report.  Please refer to “On the Cataloging Front” in the 
October 2009 issue of base line for a summary of this committee’s 
meeting.  

 B Publications Committee: Hallie Pritchett

Attendees:  Jim Coombs, Carolyn Kadri, Nancy Kandoian, Chris 
Kollen, Mary Larsgaard, Carol McAuliffe, John Olson, John Phil-
lips, Hallie Pritchett (chair), Kathy Weimer, Kathleen Weessies

Minutes from the Denver Midwinter meeting were approved.

Jim Coombs spoke of his involvement with base line and creating 
its comic “Great Moments in Map Librarianship,” which appears 
at the back of every issue.  Jim became the base line production 
manager in 1993.   He found a printer in Springfield, MO, who 
conducted business the old fashioned way (not electronic), who 
billed ALA and got paid that way.  With his first issue he tried to do 
all the addressing and stamping himself, but quickly outsourced the 
job to “Ozark postage,” picking up the issues from the printer and 
dropped them off to Ozark, who took care of everything else.  Jim 
has been doing the “Great Moments in Map Librarianship” since 
1983.  First it was hand drawn in black and white, but when base 
line went online it switched to color.

The Committee discussed publishing a collection of “Great Mo-
ments in Map Librarianship” for the MAGERT 30th anniversary; 
this will be discussed further at Midwinter.

base line update from Steve Rogers:  base line continued to be 
published every other month and on schedule over the past year 
(2008-2009).  The editor wishes to thank base line’s regular con-
tributors for their continued and timely contributions: Tammy 
Wong (cataloging), David Bertuca (new maps & books), C.C. 
Miller (electronic mapping) and Jim Coombs (cartoon).  One issue 
that did arise during the past year was a suggestion from a reader 
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to change the format of base line into a single column of text, 
thereby making it unnecessary for the reader to continually scroll 
up and down in order to read each page. If time allows, this sug-
gestion could be discussed at the Publications Committee meeting 
at Annual in Chicago.  The committee agreed and recommended 
changing text format from double to single column since base line	
is now an online publication.  We also need to find someone with a 
sheet-fed scanner to digitize past issues of base line so they can be 
made available online.

Coordinates update:  Kathleen Weessies provided a summary of 
activities since the Midwinter Meeting concerning Coordinates, 
MAGERT’s peer-reviewed journal.  Kathleen has been placed on 
the editorial team, though she notes that her title in different places 
ranges from co-editor, assistant editor, and associate editor [The 
Midwinter Meeting minutes use two different terms].  She has 
been helping David in any way her skills seem to match up with 
the publication’s needs.  She has helped research various issues, 
and pursued indexing for the journal in Wilson’s Library Literature 
(Dierdre Simmons, contact) and EBSCO’s Library and Information 
Science & Technology Abstracts (LISTA) (Sheila Lang, contact).  
One of the sample contracts was passed around, which is just an 
addendum to the existing ALA contract.  An ALA representative 
(not a MAGERT person) would sign the contract, possibly Mary 
Ghikas or Danielle Anderson.  EBSCO suggested that there may 
be a small amount of revenue for us, which we believe would go 
to MAGERT, not ALA. EBSCO would like us to establish a time 
period that they could use to trigger their procedure for pulling any 
new article information from our Web site.  

Kathy Weimar would like to learn more about the journal’s us-
age.  She compared Coordinates to GODORT’s Documents to the 
People (Dttp), which includes scholarly articles, applied articles, 
and book reviews.  We discussed the desirability of getting Web hit 
counts and citation counts.  We came to a consensus that Kathleen 
would pursue this information and also compare several peer publi-
cations such as Dttp and any other ALA Round Table publications.  
Kathleen plans to distribute the findings in the late fall, targeting 
November 20th, so it can be reviewed before further discussion 
at the Midwinter meeting.  We also came to a consensus that we 
would move ahead with journal indexing and see if it affects usage 
and citation patterns.  We will also look into stability of current 
SUNY-Stony Brook host and the possibility of other non-ALA 
hosts for Coordinates.
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Meridian digitization project update:  this is going a bit slower 
than expected, but making progress.  Hallie hopes to finish up this 
summer and start putting issues online.

Other MAGERT publications:  Hallie provides a list of which of 
the MAGERT publications have ceased and which are current.  
The following titles are ceased: Circulars, Committee Publications, 
Occasional Paper Series, Meridian, and Open File reports.  After 
much discussion, we decided to trim the list of active publication 
series to four series:  base line, Coordinates, Electronic Publication 
Series, and Print Publications Series.  Hallie will make additions 
and corrections to the Publications page on the Web site as 
necessary, including adding scope statements for all publications.  
The Committee expressed enthusiasm over an idea for a new print 
publication, a 30-year compilation of (all or selected favorite)  
“Great Moments in Map Librarianship” from base line.  We 
already have a 10-year compilation to start with.  Jim agreed to 
work on this, and to select one or two to present at Midwinter as 
possible designs for T-shirts.

Revision of Cartographic Citations: a Style Guide update:  the 
Committee offered feedback on the draft revision; Chris Kollen 
will incorporate these and present the final product at Midwinter.  
We plan to publish this in paper to sell via MAGERT and possibly 
the ALA Bookstore.  We also plan to offer gratis copies to other 
citation guides publishers.

MAGERT Map Scanning Registry update (http://mapregistry.
library.arizona.edu/cgi/index.pl):  The Map Scanning Registry has 
received about 22 visits per month.  It somewhat overlaps with a 
Gov Docs registry and a WAML registry.  There was discussion of 
the idea of making OCLC records for digitized items whether indi-
vidual pieces or collections, but non-catalogers will not be able to 
do this.  Chris Kollen will talk to the leaders of other map registries 
to see if they want to coordinate efforts.

Map Collection Security Guidelines update:  There are still a few 
minor edits to complete for the main document as well as editing 
for the accompanying flyer, plus we still need to investigate print-
ing options.  We expect all of this to be completely done by or 
before Midwinter

MAGERT wiki update (http://magert.ala.org/main/index.
php?title=MAGERT_wiki):  We finally have a wiki; all committees 

http://mapregistry.library.arizona.edu/cgi/index.pl
http://mapregistry.library.arizona.edu/cgi/index.pl
http://magert.ala.org/main/index.php?title=MAGERT_wiki
http://magert.ala.org/main/index.php?title=MAGERT_wiki
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and discussion groups have a page and are encouraged to use it.  
Currently only committee chairs, discussion group leaders and 
Executive Board members have accounts but others can be added 
as necessary.

Web site update (http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/index.
cfm)  Colleen Cahill’s report:  As far as breaking news goes, it 
has been a quiet six months for the Web page. Collage continues 
to challenge me, but I am struggling less than last year and the 
software seems to be up now more than it is down.  base line has 
been updated regularly and the schedule for this ALA proved fairly 
easy to put up.   One big addition: the right navigation boxes are no 
longer a mystery to me, so these can now be added and removed.  I 
have noticed that some Round Tables are changing the left naviga-
tion tabs and adding their own choices; for example, Roster is now 
showing up on other Round Table Web sites. If the MAGERT Pub-
lication Committee wants to see any changes in this area, please let 
me know and I will effect them.

Several of the Web documents need updating, specifically:
- Manual http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/governance/
manuala.cfm
- Honors and Awards http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/hon-
orsawards/honorsawards.cfm
- Getting Help http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/help/ask-
map.cfm
 Links http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/linksa/links.cfm

These pages are at least ten years old and could use a face-lift.
The Publications area is also in need of some help, especially as 
some of the data does not seem to have made it from the transfer to 
Collage.  This will take those with better knowledge of the docu-
ments then I have.  Perhaps a subgroup can work on this?
Hallie attended a 4-hour Collage training session in June and is 
now able to serve as back-up Webmaster as necessary.

B. Education Committee: Carol McAuliffe 

There were 13 attendees.  The school visits project is still ongoing 
although there was no visit during this conference.  A visit to 
Simmons is scheduled during the ALA Midwinter Meeting 
in Boston.  Some minor updates to the Core Competencies 
bibliography are necessary to keep them up to date and will be 
done by the past leads of each section.  Internship database project 

http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/index.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/index.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/governance/manuala.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/governance/manuala.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/honorsawards/honorsawards.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/honorsawards/honorsawards.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/help/askmap.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/help/askmap.cfm
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/magert/linksa/links.cfm
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update: collecting information and putting it on the wiki.  The 
remainder of the meeting was a discussion of the program for 
2010. 

C. Geo-Tech Committee: Tracey Hughes

In Attendance:  Tracey Hughes, Joy Suh, Chris Kollen, Teresa 
Cheng, Roger Knouff, Kristi Jensen, Pete Reehling, Marcy Bidney, 
Carol McAuliffe, Kathleen Weessies, Carolyn Kadri, Hallie Pritch-
ett, David Griffiths, John Olsen, Rebecca Lowery, Cynthia Dietz, 
Jill Uhrovic, Kathy Weimer.

The bulk of the meeting addressed program planning for the up-
coming Annual 2010 GIS program.  The following was decided, 
and a more detailed document for the program planning team is 
available at ALA Connect under a community titled ‘MAGERT 
Program Planning—Annual 2010.’  The community is private and 
by invitation only.  

D. Federal Spatial Information Discussion Group: Pete Reehling for 
Edith Scarletto 

A U.S. Census Bureau representative was present to talk about the 
American Community Survey and the 2010 Census.  

E. GIS Discussion Group: Marcy Bidney

There was great turnout including many new people in 
attendance—prompting an active GIS discussion.

F. Map Collection Management Discussion Group: Kristi Jensen

There were 25 attendees. Discussion included the following topics:
•	 Barcoding maps
•	 Google Earth project at NYPL
•	 Potential collaborative projects
•	 USGS digital maps project
•	 Minnesota’s Map Happy project
•	 Inclusion of geography collection development

G. ALCTS/MAGERT Map Cataloging Interest Group: Susan Moore

There were 31 attendees.  Agenda items included:
•	 Presentation by Colleen Cahill on how to personalize 

Cataloger’s Desktop.
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•	 Proposal from LC Policy Support Division on form/genre 
headings for cartographic materials; they have a paper out 
and the comment period ends Dec. 10.  Susan Moore will 
be drafting MAGERT’s response.

•	 Discussion of issues and other various projects.
•	 RDA reportedly comes out November.  ALA will put RDA 

in Cataloger’s Desktop.

H. Nominations Committee: Carolyn Kadri

Awards for next ALA Annual and candidates for chair-elect are 
underway.

I. Program Planning Committee: Kathy Weimer

The 2010 program is in good shape.  Title and program summary 
must be sent to ALA within two weeks of this conference.

III. Liaison Reports

A. Rare Books and Manuscripts (RBMS): Nancy Kandoian

No Report.

B. ALA Education Assembly: Carol McAuliffe 

Council of Education and ALISE are coordinating on a forum 
regarding collaborative communities for ALA Midwinter.  Updates 
from Round Tables and other items were presented as follows:

•	 GODORT is working on their own core competencies.
•	 MAGERT’s internship database could be a potential 

Emerging Leaders project.
•	 Continuing Education Unit Project is moving forward, but 

nothing definitive yet.

C. ALCTS-CCS CC:DA: Betsy Mangan

No Report.

D. CUAC: 

No report.

E. LC G&M: Colleen Cahill
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F. MARBI: Susan Moore

MARBI met twice at the annual conference with two items of 
particular interest to the cartographic community:

•	 Proposal 2009-08 concerned changing the definition of field 
257 (country of producing entity) for use with non-archival 
materials.   

•	 Discussion paper 2009-DP06/2 covers enhancing fields 033 
and 518 for place and date of capture. 

G. NACIS: Dan Seldin

No Report.

H. WAML: Kathy Rankin (submitted via email)

The spring WAML meeting was held on April 29-May 2, 2009 
in the Marriott Library on the campus of the University of Utah 
in Salt Lake City and was hosted by Ken Rockwell.  There was 
a preconference workshop on the effective use of online maps in 
library reference and talks on local topics such as river–running 
maps, mapping of Utah avalanches, genealogical mapping, and 
mapping Utah’s wilderness lands.  Linda Newman from University 
of Nevada, Reno, talked about the Nevada Historical Maps data-
base project.  Linda is retiring next week after twenty-eight years 
as a very active WAML member, so WAML awarded her a life 
membership.  There were also talks on the Geospatial Multistate 
Archive and Preservation Partnership and on services at the Utah 
USDA offices.  

WAML members discussed WAML’s future.  According to a sur-
vey, WAML members want more programs on GIS, more work-
shops, and more roundtable discussions.  Several people were 
interested in programs on cartographic material cataloging.

It was reported that USGS is scanning topo quads and is adding to 
the National Map.  They plan to have the first countrywide layer 
done in 2012.  Map librarians would like to have a national map 
library conference in 2010 or 2012, but no one has volunteered to 
chair it so far.

Colleen Cahill summarized the Library of Congress Geography 
and Map Div. report from John R. Hébert (submitted via email):
[The complete LC G&M report appears in the October 2009 issue 
of	base line—ed.]
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New Maps and Cartographic Materials,
Along with Other Items of Interest

David J. Bertuca, Map Librarian
University at Buffalo Libraries Map Collection

Where the year went, I cannot say. It seems to be one blur. I can’t believe that it 
will be 2010 so soon. At least I got to view and examine a large number of maps, 
atlases, and other carto-resources. There have been many additions to the map 
world as well as developments in mapping, popular cartography, and resources for 
research. I hope that I have interested you in some of the things I have found, or 
read about, and this issue I hope to end the year with a good assortment of re-
sources that may be useful to you and your clients.

Geo-Gifting

The field trip was to the Golden Spike National Historic Site.  
Several WAML members got to take part in the dress rehearsal of 
the reenactment of the completion of the transcontinental railroad, 
which will be held on May 10th.

The fall WAML meeting will be held September 15-18th in Cody, 
Wyoming, and hosted by the University of Wyoming and the Park 
County Library.  There will be a number of interesting talks, a tour 
of the Buffalo Bill Historic Center, and the field trip will be a tour 
of Yellowstone National Park.  The spring 2010 meeting will be 
held at the University of Oregon in Eugene.

IV. Unfinished/New business carried over from Exec. I.

There was no unfinished/new business carried over from Exec. I.
	

V. Announcements/discussion of other conference issues/adjournment

It was moved and seconded to adjourn at 9:55a.m.
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During the year, I maintain a Web page with colleague Fred Stoss that is devoted 
to gifts for academics, scholars, teachers, students and anyone interested in some-
thing unusual. The original page began over 10 years ago as an annual “gifts for 
science academics” page, and was expanded about seven years ago to include all 
disciplines. The page has had world-wide recognition and still receives thousands 
of hits a month. In case you are looking for something for that difficult-to-buy-for 
professor or student, visit: http://www.DavidBertuca.net/gifts.html.

I have included a few of the cartography-geography links for your enjoyment.

Cartographic Associates
http://www.maps-charts.com/Gifts-Xmas.htm

This company carries neckties and scarves of major world cities, Christmas orna-
ments, antique and facsimile maps from notable time periods (Civil War, WW2), 
and of various places in the world, among many other ideas.

Trailhead Graphics
http://www.trailheadgraphics.com/
TG produces wonderful maps, especially for Civil War enthusiasts. Their series 
of battlefield maps combine current topography with plots of all monuments and 
important features for key battles of the war. The maps are useful for hiking, 
sightseeing, and also for framing on the wall. The company also produces hiking 
maps for many U.S. National Parks.
Benchmarks to Success
http://www.mountainclimb.com/store/scripts/prodList.asp

			

Want to reward your favorite geologist or climber with a memorable item not-
ing their expedition? MountainClimb produces reproduction USGS benchmarks 
(those plates that get fixed to spots across our country that correspond to the topo 
quads). They have paperweights, earrings, and other neat items AND they do cus-
tom work at your request. 

Serve up Europe on a platter
http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Map-Plates_HG6085_ps_srm.html

http://www.DavidBertuca.net/gifts.html
http://www.maps-charts.com/Gifts-Xmas.htm
http://www.trailheadgraphics.com/
http://www.mountainclimb.com/store/scripts/prodList.asp
http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Map-Plates_HG6085_ps_srm.html
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Visit the Signals catalog for a small selection of map-gifts, including plates in 
the shape of countries (link above), pins that show your state with a star showing 
where you live (http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Personalized-Hometown-
Necklace_HG2962G_ps_srm.html), and one of my favorites, the Personalized 
Hometown Jigsaw Puzzle (http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Personalized-
Hometown-Jigsaw-Puzzle_HD5442_ps_srm.html), made from a topographic map 
of whatever place in the U.S. that you ask for.

T-Shirts for Cartographers (GIS specialists, geographers, mappers)... 
http://www.geo-tee.com/

Geo-Tee is the place to look for T-shirts and bumper stickers that pinpoint where 
your scholar is in relation to the rest of the world. 

A final great geographic-gift outlet is Zazzle (http://www.zazzle.com/
geographical+gifts). Choose from T-shirts, hats, key-chains, mugs, posters, and 
more, in a variety of colors and tastes. There are many items that will suit any 
budget and interest. 

Articles

Withington, Thomas. “Digital Maps Map More than Just Maps” Armada Interna-
tional 33:5 (Oct/Nov2009): 56-59.

This article describes digital moving map systems that are used in the military for 
air, ground, and naval forces. The systems can provide lower scales for strategic 

http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Personalized-Hometown-Necklace_HG2962G_ps_srm.html
http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Personalized-Hometown-Necklace_HG2962G_ps_srm.html
http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Personalized-Hometown-Jigsaw-Puzzle_HD5442_ps_srm.html
http://www.signals.com/signals/Item_Personalized-Hometown-Jigsaw-Puzzle_HD5442_ps_srm.html
http://www.geo-tee.com/
http://www.zazzle.com/geographical+gifts
http://www.zazzle.com/geographical+gifts
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level (campaign planning) uses, higher scales for operational-level, and even 
higher scale mapping for tactical-level missions. Communications coverage 
planning and other activities also benefit from this flexible system.

Scrap Metal Maps

Rauch, Jason N. “Global Mapping of Al, Cu, Fe, and Zn in-Use Stocks and 
in-Ground Resources” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of 
the United States of America (September 17, 2009) http://www.pnas.org/con-
tent/106/45/18920.full.

The title of this article may not mean much to anyone outside of environmen-
tal science or chemistry, but a news brief in Science called “Scrap Metal Maps” 
might catch your eye. Using mapping and other data, Dr. Rauch has developed a 
way to identify scrap metal sources worldwide. Government and economic agen-
cies will find this survey useful in long-range planning. 

“To improve recycling rates, scientists track down waste metal	by counting every 
ounce used in buildings or manufactured goods—a	tedious task.” Jason Rauch, an 
environmental scientist at Yale University, has developed a system that combines 
global wealth data and satellite images	of Earth’s nighttime lights. Using existing	

data on the relationship between metal usage and gross domestic	product, he then 
added Gross Domestic Product numbers and correlating nighttime light levels, to 
create “the first global maps of	potentially recyclable metals down to 10 square 
kilometers.” (see: “Scrap Metal Maps” Science (Nov. 6, 2009): 777 (http://www.
sciencemag.org/content/vol326/issue5954/r-samples.dtl#326/5954/777-c)).

Rauch’s system of determining these levels may not match up with more detailed 
surveys, “but his method is faster and predicts metal usage in regions currently	

without data.”

The article in Proceedings contains the maps so that you can see his results. 
Economic and environmental studies students, as well as GIS researchers will find 
this example interesting.

Web sites and Resources

California Center for Population Research (CCPR)
http://www.ccpr.ucla.edu/asp/index.asp

“The California Center for Population Research at the University of California 
Los Angeles is a campus wide interdisciplinary research co-operative with 
over sixty faculty and over eighty graduate students from a wide array of 
disciplines spanning the behavioral, health, medical, and social sciences. The 
goal of CCPR is to support interdisciplinary research and to provide a lively 

http://www.pnas.org/content/106/45/18920.full
http://www.pnas.org/content/106/45/18920.full
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/vol326/issue5954/r-samples.dtl#326/5954/777-c
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/vol326/issue5954/r-samples.dtl#326/5954/777-c
http://www.ccpr.ucla.edu/asp/index.asp
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intellectual environment in which research and training can flourish. The Center 
was established in 1998 and has grown considerably since then. CCPR research 
includes studies in locations as diverse as Los Angeles to China, Mexico, Europe, 
Indonesia, South Africa, and Kenya.”—Web site.

This site provides a good example of GIS and map use for the study of demo-
graphics, but it goes beyond this by expanding into a cross-discipline data source. 
It is a model that can be studied for similar projects in other regions around the 
world.

Centers of Population for Census 2000
http://www.census.gov/geo/www/cenpop/cntpop2k.html

I had a recent project request to locate maps and data showing the spatial change 
in mean population distribution in the United States through history. A number of 
resources assisted me in this, including a Wikipedia page below (ok, so this is my 
first official statement using Wikipedia, but they have done a lot toward accuracy 
of data plus references).

The mean center of U.S. population is determined by the United States Census 
Bureau from the results of each census. The Bureau defines it to be: “the point at 
which an imaginary, flat, weightless, and rigid map of the United States would 
balance perfectly if weights of identical value were placed on it so that each 
weight represented the location of one person on the date of the census.”

The United States Census site connects students and researchers to primary 
materials on American demographics. There is so much here that describing the 
Web site would be a study unto itself. This is the official source that you should 
use (though the Wiki description is easy to understand for younger students and it 
does link back to the Census pages).

While you are looking at the Centers of Population… page, you can also find 
coordinates for centers of population for each state (that can then be used on 
a map of the state). This is a great page for visualizing population change in 

http://www.census.gov/geo/www/cenpop/cntpop2k.html
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America (e.g., New York’s 18,976,457 people are centered at N 41°30’27”/ W 
74°38’42”, which is near Monticello, in Sullivan County).

Mean Center of United States Population
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_center_of_United_States_population

This page is most useful because it links back to U.S. Census data sources and can 
be easily located by less experienced students. One important function of Wikipe-
dia is that simple-term searches find what you want, then page references take you 
to the original data.

Center of Population
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Center_of_population

This question is a little more bizarre, but again (again!) someone has done some 
hunting to come up with the answer (and a map to go with it). You can see both 
the ‘closest’ place to all of us, and the ‘furthest’ point on the globe:

“The point on earth closest to everyone in the world on average is in the north-
ern part of South Asia, with a mean distance of 5,000 kilometers (3,000 mi). Its 
antipodal point is correspondingly the farthest point from everyone on earth, and 
is located in the South Pacific near Easter Island, with a mean distance of 15,000 
kilometers (9,300 mi).”—Wikipedia.

In demographics, the center of population of a region is the geographical point 
nearest to all the inhabitants of that region, on average.

Genmaps
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~genmaps/index.html

For anyone who is looking for old maps of specific counties in England, Scotland, 
or Wales, this Web site is a great resource. Developed by Rootsweb.com for gene-
alogists, the maps are accessible and can be useful for all fields of study.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_center_of_United_States_population
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Center_of_population
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~genmaps/index.html
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Maps are arranged by county, then by date and title. Dates cover 16th through 
19th centuries (possibly some earlier) and are relatively good digitizations of 
originals. For each country there is also a page of maps of the entire country from 
the same periods.

Also on the main page are links to additional relevant map sites, and a British 
Counties Map that shows pre-1974 boundaries. This page: http://www.genuki.org.
uk/big/Britain.html shows the British Isles. You may select a county and go to a 
deeper page on that county, with additional maps, data, and gazetteer.

This site is great for genealogists, historians, and students in literary studies 
among others, and is useful to high school through adult audiences (though grade 
school students could use the maps quite well).

See also the page for maps of London:	http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.
ancestry.com/~genmaps/genfiles/COU_Pages/ENG_pages/lon.htm

Global Incident Map Displaying Terrorist Acts, Suspicious Activity ...
http://www.globalincidentmap.com/map.php

Do you have someone who is trying to show terrorist acts worldwide, who wants 
to visualize the theme on a time-scale? This is a good place to begin. Developed 
by TransitSecurityReport.com, the map shows (in Google Map-fashion) where 
events occur with the function of time. A subscription edition provides dynamic 
updates and additional features, but the free version is fairly sophisticated.

Also from this company are similar maps on these themes: Amber-Alerts, 
HAZMAT Situations, Forest Fires, H1N1 Pandemic, Gang Activity, Border Se-
curity Issues, Presidential Threats, Drug Interdictions, Non-Terror Aviation Inci-
dents, Domestic Terror Activities, and Terrorism Event Predictions.
For all sorts of studies, by students at any level through adult, these maps provide 

http://www.genuki.org.uk/big/Britain.html
http://www.genuki.org.uk/big/Britain.html
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~genmaps/genfiles/COU_Pages/ENG_pages/lon.htm
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~genmaps/genfiles/COU_Pages/ENG_pages/lon.htm
http://www.globalincidentmap.com/map.php
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data in a visual way that numbers cannot match.

Terrorism and Insurgency Centre Events Map
http://www.gisdevelopment.net/ezine/weekly/imgoftheweekmay1908.htm

Jane’s new Terrorism and Insurgency Centre Events Map “provides up-to-the-
minute interactive visual mapping of terrorist groups and events in order to reveal 
worldwide geographic patterns and trends.” View a demonstration of the maps at 
www.janes.com/info/jtic. The map contains “up-to-the-minute accuracy” since it 
is online, making it a good source for global and historic studies.

The map is created from Jane’s 10-plus year, 47,000 record database of events, 
combined with an archive of related thematic analysis on all terrorist-related ac-
tivities.

This is a high-end tool that would be useful for college students through adult 
learners, and for institutions using these types of studies.

GIS Development
http://www.gisdevelopment.net/index.htm

This Web site is the “Geospatial Resource Portal” and covers all aspects of GIS. 
GIS Development is the online journal centerpiece of the site. There are news 
items, applications, job information, examples, and almost anything relating to 
this field. It is a site for professionals and for those studying and using Geographi-
cal Information Systems.

Dynamic Digital Maps
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/data_models/toolsheets/ddm.html

“A Dynamic Digital Map (DDM) is a computer program that provides a frame-
work for displaying the high quality color maps of an area in a way that is in-
timately linked to images, movies, analytical data, and text.”—Christopher D. 
Condit. 

http://www.gisdevelopment.net/ezine/weekly/imgoftheweekmay1908.htm
www.janes.com/info/jtic
http://www.gisdevelopment.net/index.htm
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/data_models/toolsheets/ddm.html
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Here is an example of how mapping can enhance studies and provide new ways to 
visualize and explain the world. It has the potential for dramatic use in almost any 
field. Read the article online and view examples. There are samples of teaching 
projects applying this software. There are links to downloading the DDM soft-
ware (free) and resources to help you learn how to use it.

This is something better seen than described in text, so take a look. It may be 
useful to a wide range of disciplines, and for teachers and students in college and 
post-graduate work, as well as for researchers and professionals.

Making Maps: DIY Cartography: Resources and Ideas for Making Maps
http://makingmaps.net/

A blog that offers some unique ideas on maps. This is another hard-to-describe 
site that you have to read and figure out, but it has interesting carto-curiosities, 
map-related topics, and history. You can see the first cartogram, read about psy-
chogeography maps, learn about poor map symbol usage, and find out how a fat-
tailed sheep managed to make it onto a map.

This blog is a treasure trove of carto-related materials, links to great map sites, 
and a place to see what else is happening in the map world (that we ordinarily do 
not see).

Hand-Wrought Maps
http://www.piergustafson.com/pages/mapintro.html

Do you need cartographic-inspired envelopes? Maybe invitations or other custom 
designed artistry to show off your carto-mania? X marks the spot.

Pier Gustafson specializes in creating maps designed for a variety of events. He 
will design a unique, map-themed product to suit your needs and desires. There 
are wedding invitations, party and thank you cards, and almost anything you can 
imagine. You tell him what you want, and he will work it into reality.

Click on the any of the small maps to see them in greater detail. The sample page 
is enjoyable: http://www.piergustafson.com/pages/mapsamples.html.

http://makingmaps.net/
http://www.piergustafson.com/pages/mapintro.html
http://www.piergustafson.com/pages/mapsamples.html
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Besides being a great place to have custom work done, it is a nice source for art 
and design students to get ideas.

NoorderSoft
http://www.noordersoft.com/indexen.html

Out of the ordinary, but possibly useful to you or patrons, Noordersoft is a compa-
ny that specializes in inland navigation software products. NoorderSoft’s products 
are used both in professional, commercial shipping and in water sports and plea-
sure boating.

Products include: route planners and route calculators for inland waterways, 
guides to the international waterways network, and programs to calculate freight 
tonnage and volumes. The company also develops customer-adapted software for 
the inland waterways transport industry.

This company fills a small niche in the world of cartography, but for anyone 
working in navigation or navigation product development, or tourists considering 
a magical cruise across a foreign country, NoorderSoft might be the place to look.

Tools for Cartographic Calculation and Conversion

Here are a few Web sites or pages devoted to converting geodata or calculating 
data. Many more exist, but these may provide the more useful ones. Many also 
offer free downloads of the software/scripts.

NGS Geodetic Tool Kit (National Geodetic Survey)
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/

A large assortment of useful tools and calculation/conversion software. This is 
the perfect place to begin, especially since the NGS sets some of the standards for 
mapping.

UTM / Latitude-Longitude Conversion

The following links are to UTM/Geodetic conversion calculators. The first two 
sites provide good introductions and explanations of each system.

The Universal Transverse Mercator System
http://www.uwgb.edu/DutchS/FieldMethods/UTMSystem.htm

If you do not use UTM, or want to know a little about it first, this page is a good 
introduction, with clear explanations and examples.

http://www.noordersoft.com/indexen.html
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/
http://www.uwgb.edu/DutchS/FieldMethods/UTMSystem.htm
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Using the Latitude Longitude Coordinate System
http://www.maptools.com/UsingLatLon/

This page, on the Map Tools Web site (http://www.maptools.com/index.html), 
explains the latitude/longitude system and how to work with it. It includes various 
tools for use when working with maps. The company sells grids and scale rulers 
for use with paper maps.

Find UTM zone
http://www.apsalin.com/utm-zone-finder.aspx

If you use a GPS or if you are working in GIS and receive geo-data that uses 
UTM, or if you need to convert coordinates to UTM, here is a Web site that offers 
a solution.

This utility finds the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone and its central 
meridian for a given geographic coordinate. It takes into account existence of non-
standard UTM zones which are used in North Atlantic regions and Norway. If the 
provided geographic coordinate lies on a UTM zone boundary, it returns the list of 
the adjacent UTM zones from which a user can choose.

Anyone who uses GPS, or who is trying to decipher UTM coordinates, will find 
this a useful site. Other calculators for UTM and mapping include:

Geodetic to UTM Converter
http://www.apsalin.com/convert-geodetic-to-universal-transverse-mercator.aspx

Page also explains advantages of UTM over standard Lat/Long.

Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/utm.shtml

On the NGS Geodetic Tool Kit (above).

Converting Latitude/Longitude to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
http://www.gpsy.com/gpsinfo/geotoutm/

Another converter, from the Gpsy Web site (for Mac GPS users). Works for Win-
dows too.

Geo-Coordinates-UTM
http://search.cpan.org/~grahamc/Geo-Coordinates-UTM/

Another UTM/Lat./Long. converter.

http://www.maptools.com/UsingLatLon/
http://www.apsalin.com/utm-zone-finder.aspx
http://www.apsalin.com/convert-geodetic-to-universal-transverse-mercator.aspx
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/utm.shtml
http://www.gpsy.com/gpsinfo/geotoutm/
http://search.cpan.org/~grahamc/Geo-Coordinates-UTM/
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Books

Edmaier, Bernhard, and Angelika Jung-Hüttl. Patterns of the Earth. London; 
New York: Phaidon, 2007 (ISBN: 0714846791). 240 p.: col. ill., maps.

Here is an interesting book for starting someone off in geography and earth 
sciences, though it would also be enjoyed by anyone interested in seeing the 
Earth. This book contains aerial photographs of the diverse landscapes of the 
planet. Images are arranged by ‘shape.’ The contents include: Bands — Stripes — 
Ripples — Circles — Spots — Grains — Forks — Branches — Webs — Curves 
— Ribbons — Swirls — Spikes — Grids — Cracks.

Each photograph includes location and maps at the beginning show where each 
photograph was taken. Also included is a glossary of terms.

This book is great for any age and can be used not only for earth science teaching, 
but for artists and those who study the aesthetics of nature. It is a small-size book, 
but the images are sharp and show features very well.

Miller, Robert B., and Arthur W. Snoke (eds.). Crustal Cross Sections from the 
Western North American Cordillera and Elsewhere: Implications for Tectonic 
and Petrologic Processes. Boulder, Colo.: Geological Society of America, 2009 
(ISBN: 0813724562) (Special paper ; 456). vi, 314 p.: ill. (some col.), maps 
(some col.); 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM.

Geology majors and researchers will find this book interesting. The main focus 
of the articles is on the continental crust of the Western United States. Included 
are current research on stratigraphy, plate tectonics, crust structure (and layers), 
orogeny, and related sciences.

The papers are well-cited, having good tables, illustrations, and color cross-sec-
tions and diagrams. The entire work has an extensive index (27 p.) that readers 
will find very useful. The accompanying CD-ROM contains figures and tables 
from four of the chapters, plus several maps and supporting materials.

This publication is very useful to geology students, mainly college and adult. It is 
definitely useful in a collection that emphasizes the Western States.
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Standish, Alex. Global Perspectives in the Geography Curriculum : Reviewing 
the Moral Case for Geography. London: New York, 2009 (ISBN: 041547549X; 
e-book: 0203890833). x, 209 p.: ill.

Instructors often have a tough time showing the importance of geography teach-
ing. This book not only discusses the relevance of geography, it also demonstrates 
the essential nature of geography, including reasons for changing the curriculum 
to meet the needs of a rapidly-growing global society. Contents include: 

The evolution of a discipline and its instrumental applications -- Geography’s eth-
ical turn -- From counter-cultural movement to global values in the US geography 
curriculum -- Global citizenship and the geography curriculum in England and 
Wales -- The geography of culture or respecting cultural diversity? -- Approaches 
to teaching global issues -- Global issues in the geography curriculum -- Global 
advocacy and the cosmopolitan citizen in the curriculum.

This book is valuable for geography and history teachers and for anyone wanting 
to know more about the discipline and why it is important in education in America 
at all levels.

Christopher Columbus: Who Was He Anyway?

There are some topics that never run out of data and interpretations, nor of con-
troversy. The history of Columbus and the voyage of 1492, along with its impact 
on the World, will always be a hotbed of activity. A new publication, along with 
an earlier work, provides more fuel for the discussion, though many of us will 
have to wait for translations of materials to proceed. The following reference to an 
article is worth reading if you happen to be interested in the persons and events, or 
if you want to stoke your curiosity for alternative possibilities in historic investi-
gation. I take no stand on this; I am only the messenger.

Ball, Eddy. “Speaker Explores the Secret History of Columbus” Environmental 
Factor (Nov. 2009) http://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsletter/2009/november/
inside-columbus.cfm

A new book is noted in Environmental Factors (published by the National 
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences: http://www.niehs.nih.gov/). I have 
given a short summary of the article that provides some background to the 
publication.

Although this book is in Portuguese, I expect that an English translation will 
follow. For those who enjoy controversy, or who wish to study alternate views of 
history, the work described below may provide a bit of ‘enjoyment.’ Once I hear 
of a translation, I will remind you in the future.

http://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsletter/2009/november/inside-columbus.cfm
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsletter/2009/november/inside-columbus.cfm
http://www.niehs.nih.gov
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The NIEHS Diversity Council “offered employees and contractors a novel per-
spective on explorer Christopher Columbus with a lecture by historian Manuel 
Rosa” entitled: ‘Unmasking Columbus.’ The books focus on Rosa’s 18 years of 
research on historic events relating to Columbus’ 1492 voyage to America. These 
works give a controversial view of Columbus and his impact on history. 

The first book is written for scholars: O Mistério Colombo Revelado (The Mystery 
of Columbus Revealed), 2006; the second is a popular version of the study: Co-
lombo Português (Portuguese Columbus), 2009.  According to Rosa, “Columbus 
was on a mission to hurt Spain and help Portugal. He was very knowledgeable 
about what he was doing.”

Using DNA and documentary studies, Rosa offers an alternative viewpoint. Some 
of the work supports accepted concepts, such as Columbus’s real name, Cristóbol 
Colón. The author depicts the explorer differently from the accepted histories, 
stating that Colón was “a highly trained [and very well-educated] nobleman, a 
Portuguese spy who infiltrated the Spanish royal court on a mission to take Span-
ish ships as far from India as possible in order to protect India’s trade routes for 
the Portuguese king [Henry II].”

This view continues with discussion of the struggle for world dominance. Co-
lumbus, he alleges, spearheaded Portugal’s efforts to distract Spain toward sail-
ing to the Americas to maintain Portuguese colonial power in Africa and the East 
Indies. Rosa’s Columbus, “was an expert navigator, a master prevaricator and 
accomplished cryptographer who plotted against Spain throughout the voyage, 
even stopping at Portuguese island ports on his way to America and on his return 
voyage before returning to Spain — presumably to give progress reports to his 
Portuguese handlers and co-conspirators.”

When these books become available in English, they will provide historians a 
chance to argue the entire 1492 history with new material. For now, those with 
Portuguese reading abilities can enjoy the books. However, you may want to visit 
Rosa’s Web site, which has an English section (http://www.1492.us.com/english/
first_note.htm), and using the top bar menu, you may see some of the documents 
and materials used to write the books. Below are citations for these works (the 
first publication does not appear in WorldCat, but I did locate it online):

Rosa, Manuel da Silva; Eric James Steele, and Paulo Alexandre Loução. O Mi-
stério Colombo Revelado. 1st ed. Lisbon: Esquilo Ediciones y Multimedia, 20091st ed. Lisbon: Esquilo Ediciones y Multimedia, 2009 
(ISBN: 9728605862). 640 p.: ill. (some col.), maps.640 p.: ill. (some col.), maps.

Rosa, Manuel da Silva. Colombo Portugués: Novas Revelações: O Homen Que 
Enganou Os Reis Espanhóis E Serviu O Genial D. João Ii. 1st ed. Lisboa: 
Esquilo Ediciones y Multimedia, 2009 (ISBN: 9789898092533). 380 p.: ill. (someill. (some 
col.), maps.

http://www.1492.us.com/english/first_note.htm
http://www.1492.us.com/english/first_note.htm
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Rare, Antiquarian, or Just Plain Old:
Cataloging Pre-Twentieth Century Cartographic Resources

The Workbook used and issued to participants during the June 2007 ALA 
preconference on cataloging early maps and atlases is now available to purchase 
for $40.  The Workbook includes illustrations and cataloging examples taken 
from sheet maps, atlas plates and atlases, focusing on early and pre-twentieth 
century cartographic materials.  Elements of description, transcription, 
mathematical data and supportive research are some of the areas covered by the 
Workbook.  The price includes shipping and handling.

Orders should be sent to Jim Coombs, MAGERT Publications Distribution 
Manager, Maps Library, Missouri State University, 901 S. National, #175, 
Springfield, MO 65897  E-mail: JimCoombs@missouristate.edu

Conclusion

Enjoy the holidays and Winter Solstice. I look forward to showing you new maps 
in 2010.  —DJB
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OCEAN
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Great Moments In Map Librarianship by Jim Coombs

c  Jim Coombs 12/09

WE HAVE A GREAT IDEA
ITS A GAME LIKE TWISTER 
USING A BIG BASE MAP 

YEAH, AND INSTEAD OF A SPINNER,
WE USE CARDS WITH STATE AND
COUNTRY NAMES AND DATA

SWEET !
!

!

!

!

!

!

CHILDREN TODAY DON‛T KNOW THEIR GEOGRAPHY
WE NEED TO GIVE THEM A GAME THAT 
MAKES LEARNING GEOGRAPHY FUN 


